Full-time Students: Semester 1, 2020/21

Online timetable

The following modules will release recorded content weekly:

- Quantitative Data Analysis
- SPSS

You can listen to this material in your own time but it is essential that you keep up every week. Module coordinators will discuss when they will release content with you.

The following modules will have weekly live online sessions which you must take part in:

- Guest Lectures

The Guest Lectures will normally be held on Wednesday at 11. Guest speakers are not part of our timetabled staff so occasionally they will request an alternative time in which case we will use the reserve slot which is Tuesday at 11.

- Guest lecturers will sometimes ask you to listen to a pre-recorded presentation beforehand in which case you can expect the live section to be a shorter Q and A style session. Any pre-recorded material should be available the previous week.
- The timetable for guest lectures will be available on Blackboard in the first week of teaching term.

Most live online classes will use Blackboard Collaborate which you can access when you log into the Blackboard system (Module SS8000-A-YEAR12-202021 QUANTITATIVE RESEARCH METHODS FT). Some Guest speakers may use Zoom and you will be sent the link prior to the session.

All live online sessions will be recorded and made available on Blackboard afterwards. If you cannot attend a particular session you can submit any questions you would like discussed to the Course Director prior to the session.